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Abstract. Improving work within and among enterprises is of pressing
importance. We take a services-oriented view of both doing and coordi-
nating work by treating work as a service. We discuss how large work
engagements can be decomposed into a set of smaller interconnected ser-
vice requests and conversely how larger engagements can be built up
from smaller ones. Encapsulating units of work into service requests en-
ables assignment to any organization qualified to service the work, and
naturally lends itself to ongoing optimization of the overall engagement.

A service request contains two distinct parts: coordination infor-
mation for coordinating work and payload information for doing work.
Coordination information deals with business concerns such as risk, cost,
schedule, and value co-creation. On the other hand, payload information
defines the deliverables and provides what is needed to do the work, such
as designs or use-cases. This general two-part decomposition leads to a
paradigm of work as a two-way information flow between service sys-
tems, rather than as a business process that needs to be implemented or
integrated between two organizations.

Treating work as information flow allows us to leverage extant
understanding of information systems and facilitates information tech-
nology support for work using mainstream service-oriented architectures
(SOA). Significant benefits from this approach include agility in setting
up large engagements to be carried out by distributed organizations,
visibility into operations without violating providers’ privacy or requir-
ing changes to internal processes, responsiveness to unpredictability and
change, and ongoing optimizations over competing business objectives.
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1 Introduction

Differences among labor pools globally, rapid proliferation of capacious informa-
tion technology infrastructures, and increased churn due to a millennial genera-
tion that is project-based rather than jobs-based [6] has disrupted the nature of
work in many institutions, causing increased decentralization of workforces and
increased leverage of communities, networks, and ecosystems of people and of
firms to do work. These business, technological, and social trends have intensified
interest in general ways of structuring the coordination and doing of work.

The fundamental problem of doing work is to transform inputs into outputs to
meet specified requirements. For human tasks, work systems can be individuals
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or groups that may be distributed within or among organizations. But most
work required by businesses is complex. The problem then becomes how to
translate a business need, perhaps expressed as a service request, into an optimal
decomposition of units of work and how to optimally coordinate its execution.

The basic problem of coordinating work is to decompose a service request
into units that can be assigned to a set of work systems, provide the necessary
inputs and requirements to the work systems, and aggregate their outputs, while
continuously responding to changing conditions. Often there are dependencies
among work assigned to different work systems. The work systems may have
conflicting local objectives and may perform work with differing costs, schedules,
and reliabilities. Optimal coordination must take these factors into account.

In this paper we treat work as a service (WaaS). Doing of work is encapsulated
as a service request and coordination of work involves routing service requests
to work systems. Within the WaaS paradigm, large work engagements can be
decomposed into a set of smaller interconnected service requests and conversely
larger work engagements can be built up from smaller ones.

An encapsulated service request contains two distinct parts: coordination in-
formation for coordinating work and payload information for doing work. Coor-
dination information deals with business concerns such as risk, cost, schedule,
and value. Payload information defines deliverables and provides what is needed
to do the work, such as designs or use-cases. This general two-part decomposi-
tion leads to a paradigm of work as a two-way information flow between work
systems, rather than as a business process that needs to be implemented or
integrated between two organizations.

Encapsulation eliminates search inefficiencies on inputs, requirements, and
formats for work systems. But more importantly, it enables assignment of work
requests to any qualified work system, leading naturally to ongoing optimiza-
tion of the overall engagement in response to unpredictable system dynamics.
Coordination becomes a problem of dynamically routing information flow.

By treating work as information flow, several patterns of and organizational
structures for doing work can be treated in a common framework.

Since work is encapsulated as service requests, mainstream service-oriented
architectures (SOA) can be used to provide information technology support.

As demonstrated in the sequel, significant benefits from this approach include
agility in setting up large engagements to be carried out by distributed work
systems, visibility into operations without violating providers’ privacy or requir-
ing changes to internal processes, responsiveness to unpredictability and change,
and ongoing optimizations over competing system-level business objectives.

2 The Changing Nature of Work and Workforce

The combined force of the trends described earlier has been the emergence of
new models of work including: globally dispersed teams in firms [18], outsourc-
ing, crowdsourcing [20], information factories [8], virtual enterprises [13], cross-
enterprise collaborations [17], open source, social production [5], and asset reuse
[2].
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With these new models, there is greater division of labor and workforce spe-
cialization, but traditional coordination mechanisms such as mutual adjustment
through informal communication [14] are no longer effective [11]. The trade-
off between specialization benefits and coordination costs are well known [4],
but formal mechanisms may reduce these costs without reducing benefits from
specialization. The goal of the WaaS paradigm is precisely this.

As will be evident, encapsulation of work makes it procedurally equivalent to
plug in any work system, whether a crowd, partner organization or combination
of several work systems. This is in contrast to business process management
(BPM) approaches, where recombining the doing of work requires a new business
process to connect the pieces together, a provably complex undertaking [15].
Further BPM models do not lend themselves to many optimizations [25], whereas
the information flow paradigm herein readily supports optimization.

Notwithstanding, the work for a single encapsulated work request may be
carried out using BPM. Further, it is possible to use fulfillment of work requests
as signals to transition between states in business process models.

3 Work as a Service (WaaS) Encapsulation

In this section, we describe the essential aspects of the WaaS encapsulation and
the resultant information flow paradigm.

As depicted schematically in Fig. 1(a), a work engagement consists of essen-
tially three parts:

1. A requestor, which is a service system that requests work to be done, provides
inputs, and specifies the requirements.

2. A provider, which is a service system charged with fulfilling the work request
to meet requirements.

3. An encapsulated service request, which captures the interaction between the
requestor and provider, the two-way information flow among them.

There are three aspects of a work task that must be established between the
requestor and the provider. First, a so-called service level agreement (SLA) must
be reached, which specifies business-level properties, such as cost and schedule.
Second, as work is ongoing, there may be monitoring by the requestor of partial
results and checkpoints achieved by the provider, so as to have appropriate
visibility. Third, at the conclusion of a work engagement, the provider sends
deliverables to the requestor who either confirms or rejects the delivered work.
Note that all three involve two-way flows of information.

These two-way communications that arise should all be captured in the encap-
sulated work request. We define a general two-part decomposition of work into
business concerns and domain concerns. These two parts are called coordination
information and payload information, respectively, and are depicted schemati-
cally in Fig. 1(b). Coordination mechanisms can restrict attention to the former
part whereas work systems can restrict attention to the latter.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Work as an encapsulated service request with requestor R and provider P.
(b) The encapsulated request partitioned into coordination and payload information.

In detailing the contents of coordination and payload information, it is easiest
to first consider an atomic service request : an encapsulation of a unit of work so
small that it cannot be broken into pieces. We will later see how to combine and
recombine atomic service requests into molecular service requests.

3.1 Coordination Information

What information about an atomic service request is needed for coordination?
Since the goal of coordination is to satisfy concerns, we enumerate several pos-
sible business concerns that arise in work. Note that coordination may be done
by the requestors and providers themselves or by an external agent.

A first consideration is schedule: how long will it take for an atomic piece
of work to be done. Note that this varies across different work systems and is
also potentially stochastic. A second consideration is cost: how much money will
the provider charge the requestor to do work and whether there are bonuses
or penalties associated with speed or quality [3]. Although the encapsulation
formalism is eminently amenable to outcomes-based pricing [21] rather than
effort-based pricing, the cost may still have some variability as well. A third
consideration is quality: how good will the deliverable be with respect to the
requirements. One way to certify the quality of a work system is through the use
of CMMI level—higher levels imply more stringent process and quality control.

Each of these concerns can be captured as a mapping from the Cartesian
product of the possible set of work systems and the possible set of work tasks to
the space of random variables that represent time, cost, or quality. As milestones
are reached and partial results are achieved, the probability distributions can be
updated with new information that is furnished by the provider. Exogenous
perturbations to the system such as natural disasters might also change these
distributions, as can changes in requirements imposed by the requestor.

In reality, schedule, cost, and quality are very much intertwined. For example,
loosening schedules may reduce costs. These competing business concerns can
be balanced through the notion of value, which is what should be optimized.
The value-dominant logic brings this point out even further [23], and indeed we
feel that the encapsulated service request is the seat of value co-creation.

For molecular service requests, coordination information needs to also contain
the interdependencies among its atomic constituents. This includes not only
things like the fact that one piece of work needs to be done before another, but
also inertia effects and other factors, cf. [26].
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3.2 Payload Information

We now ask what information is needed by a work system to do work. Broadly,
payload information should include the inputs that are to be transformed into
outputs and the requirements that specify what is to be done. This should be
the minimal sufficient information for doing work.

More specifically, for software development, payload information may include
APIs, architectural diagrams, and requirements documents; for engine design,
it may include specifications of mechanical, hydraulic, and electrical interfaces,
performance requirements and CAD language. The WaaS encapsulation is de-
signed to be general, supporting the needs of any specific domain.

As the lifecycle of the work request proceeds, payload information is updated
based on partial results and milestones. Technological developments that im-
pact the doing of work, or changes in requirements would can evolve payload
information. Fixes for errors made in execution may also be incorporated.

3.3 Information Flow

The WaaS paradigm may be interpreted as an information flow description. One
can think of the encapsulated service request as a multidimensional variable
that captures the current state of things, including the value being generated.
As things happen, information flows to the service request for it to be updated.
Updates to both payload and coordination information happen continuously,
capturing both business and domain concerns.

Coordination mechanisms can also be thought of in informational terms as
routing. Essentially, coordination involves connecting requestor and provider to-
gether to interact through an encapsulated service request. Moreover, as in Sec. 4,
large work engagements can be constructed by routing several service requests
within a work ecosystem. Coordination must then consider governance issues
such as accountability, responsibility, and decision-making rights. There may be
different organizational structures for coordination. See Sec. 5.

4 Patterns and Structures

Now we discuss the structural building blocks that enable composition and de-
composition of encapsulated service requests to form large work engagements.
Several canonical patterns emerge, which are tied to various organizational struc-
tures that arise in businesses; cf. Malone’s notions of flow, sharing, and fit [12,
p. 140]. This demonstrates that the WaaS paradigm applies to its targeted prob-
lem space of complex work within or between organizations.

First consider delegating work from one work system to another, as in Fig. 2.
This may be done, e.g. if the original provider is overloaded. The original provider
becomes a requestor (delegator) for the downstream provider. Payload infor-
mation and the interdependency portion of coordination information are copied
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Fig. 2. Delegation of work by re-routing an encapsulated service request. The original
provider becomes a requestor for the downstream provider.

essentially unchanged to the new re-routed service request, perhaps adding in-
formation useful to the new provider. The remaining coordination information,
however, is written anew to capture the business concerns of the delegator and to
hide the business concerns of the original requestor, which are not of direct rele-
vance to the new provider. The delegator remains accountable and responsible to
the original requestor, but the new provider is only responsible and accountable
to the delegator. Note that the original request may specify that when delegated
some coordination information must also flow downstream.

Another possible pattern of work is to tear a molecular service request into
pieces and re-route them to several producers. Payload information is partitioned
into (possibly overlapping) pieces with minimal sufficient information required
to do the newly reconstituted work. The interdependency portion of the coordi-
nation information is also partitioned, and remaining coordination information
is written anew. Recursive hierarchical tearing can also be done.

Tearing should be done for specialization gains, or when work systems can
be leveraged in parallel. For example, if a general service provider has several
sourcing channels such as a crowd and a factory, different pieces might be routed
to different places. Note that tearing requires PR to monitor and eventually
integrate or aggregate the completed work so as to be able to respond to R.

A third pattern is to merge several service requests (from one or more re-
questors) into one. The payload information of the merged request is simply the
union of the payloads of the requests being merged. Coordination interdepen-
dencies must be combined with any new interdependencies that arise. Remaining
coordination information is written afresh, typically meeting the minimum spec-
ifications of the original requests. Hierarchical merging can also occur.

Economies of scale are a prime motivator for merging. For example consider
several requests to perform environmental testing for electronics where a single
cold room could be used simultaneously for all the requests.

Another kind of re-routing that can arise is to withdraw a service request from
one provider and assign it to another. This could happen if changing conditions
prevent the original provider from completing the service request.

The basic operations described above can be used in combination to generate
other structures. As an example, consider a coordination hub [16], a centralized
authority charged with coordinating work to derive maximal value, by taking
work from several requesters, tearing and merging, and then delegating to several
providers, while responding to changing conditions. A hub can be thought of as
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Fig. 3. Tearing and delegating work by re-routing encapsulated service requests. The
original provider aggregates and becomes a requestor for downstream providers.

Fig. 4. Merging and delegating work by re-routing encapsulated service requests. The
original provider becomes a requestor for the downstream provider.

a kind of intermediate delegator. Cross-enterprise collaboration, when several
organizations partner to do work, may take the form of a hub [3], as may robust
supply chain collaboration [19].

Formal proof aside, it should be clear that arbitrary topologies can be con-
structed using the basic building blocks and operations we have defined.

5 Coordination and Governance

We have discussed how service requests can be combined and recombined in
various patterns, but it is still unclear how to initially make the plan for doing
so or in response to change. That is the purpose of a coordination mechanism.

Initial coordination involves appropriately tearing and merging requests, and
then determining routes for work to assign it to qualified producers; unlike com-
munication networks the source and destination are not pre-specified.

Over time as more information becomes available, the work plan may need
to be modified and requests re-routed, whether due to environmental events, or
updates in the work lifecycle itself or in interdependent tasks and systems.

Coordination mechanisms may be implemented with an automatic program
in SOA built on a protocol like WS-coordination, a human program manager or
program executive, or a governance council in cross-enterprise collaboration.
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Any of these, however, require both access to the coordination information
in the encapsulated work requests and the ability to make re-routing decisions,
which are matters of governance and organization. By requiring coordination in-
formation to be freshly written, the WaaS paradigm naturally limits information
to the requester and provider who clearly need it. But when required, governance
policies may provide a window to other work systems.

Many possible visibility and governance policies exist, as in Fig. 5. In a central-
ized hub with complete visibility, responsibility, and decision-making authority
[17], a globally optimal coordination scheme can be used [3]. If there is hierarchi-
cal authority, as in a globally integrated enterprise [18], visibility and decision-
making authority is restricted to one level depth in the tree and coordination
mechanisms must respect this. In a fully decentralized governance structure,
each pair of service systems is responsible for their own coordination.

Due to differing visibility and authority for re-routing, these various forms of
coordination have different abilities to react when conditions change.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Coordination, with coordinators C. (a) central coordinator with full visibility
and authority into all encapsulated service requests. (b) globally integrated enterprise
with hierarchical visibility and authority. (c) decentralized organization with localized
visibility and authority.

6 Agility, Optimization, and Innovation

Having discussed the doing of work and the coordination of work within the
WaaS framework, we discuss some beneficial attributes of this paradigm.

Due to the block-building nature of WaaS, there is agility in setting up large
engagements involving work systems that may be globally distributed within or
across enterprises. Since service requests contain sufficient information for work,
any admissible work system of any kind, whether a crowd or a virtual enter-
prise, can be plugged in as a provider. Due to encapsulation, how work is done
matters little; only what work is done and the collaboration induced between
the requestor and provider. As such, business processes need not be integrated
nor internal processes changed. Moreover, agility extends to response to change;
reconfiguration by re-routing is as easy as initial setup. The recombinant nature
of the encapsulated service requests provides exponential flexibility.
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A second thing to note about the WaaS paradigm is that visibility is provided
into operations without violating providers’ privacy. Since the payload informa-
tion in the encapsulated service request is the minimal sufficient statistic needed
to do work, by the data processing inequality in information theory [9], it min-
imizes information leakage. When service requests are delegated, coordination
information is not passed to the new provider, again preserving privacy.

Within the WaaS paradigm, optimizing value becomes a partitioning and
routing question, but with destination also subject to choice. In particular, de-
termining how to restructure and then re-route service requests is rather similar
to the routing problem faced by packet-switched communication networks like
the internet. Centralized hub optimizations are essentially equivalent to non-
linear multicommodity flow problems with a further optimization for balancing
destinations, cf. [3], for which optimal flows can be found in polynomial time
[7]. When performing distributed coordination, as in Fig. 5(c), efficient routing
algorithms developed for internet protocols can be adapted.

When BPM approaches are used, optimal coordination becomes a scheduling
problem rather than a routing problem; optimal scheduling problems are often
NP-hard [22]. Although routing and scheduling are rather similar, the computa-
tional complexity of finding an optimal solution can be different.

When design complexity is low, as with small loosely coupled service requests,
innovation is easier due to increased opportunities to experiment [1].

7 Concluding Remarks

We presented a new way for describing work as an information flow and then
defined the underlying formalisms that enable the decomposition of requests
into fine-grained units that can be coordinated and optimized over competing
business, customer, provider, and resource objectives. We further demonstrated
how this model generalizes over disparate models of work and can be utilized to
support different patterns of organization, business, and governance.

Our approach in this paper has been to describe the basic structural elements
and decompositions in the WaaS paradigm. Moving forward, detailed study of
optimal coordination mechanisms that really make WaaS go is necessary. The
role of uncertainty should take greater prominence [24]; after all, “Uncertainty
is what typifies projects. It’s the nature of the beast” [10].

One of the biggest revolutions in the evolution of multi-cellular organisms oc-
curred when neurons emerged. Before neurons, cells had to be very close to each
other to coordinate their functions. After neurons, cells could communicate from
a distance and ongoing two-way flow of information became central to complex
life. This allowed cells to be rearranged and assigned different functions in a wide
variety of life forms. The information flow paradigm for work developed herein
may similarly allow an expansion in the variety of economic and organizational
forms that are then able to efficiently fill a wide variety of niches.
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